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ContentWelcome!

VIRTUAL VEHICLE:
Accelerating Innovation

Founded: 2002

Headquarters: Graz / Austria

Employees: 300+

Turnover: 25 Mio EUR

Website: www.v2c2.at

Virtual Vehicle Research GmbH is Europe’s lar-
gest R&D center for virtual vehicle technology 
with over 300 employees.

Research priority is the linking of numerical si-
mulations, SW-defined functions, and hard-
ware testing, which leads to a powerful HW-
SW whole system design and the reduction of 
development & operations efforts.

Following this focus on industry-related re-
search VIRTUAL VEHICLE is an innovation ca-
talyst for future vehicle technologies. 

The international partner network of VIRTUAL 
VEHICLE consists of 100+ national and inter-
national industrial partners (OEMs, Tier 1+2, 
and software vendors) as well as 40+ scientific 
institutions. 

Dear readers,
as embedded systems provide more sophis-
ticated and diverse capabilities, they are gro-
wing increasingly complex. Increased sys-
tem complexity consequently creates larger 
challenges in the verification and validation 
processes. System integration and virtual va-
lidation are therefore cornerstones in the de-
velopment of a software-defined vehicle.

As software becomes central for all indus-
tries, this approach drives organizations to 
adapt their product visions, development 
approaches and business models. Especially 
the immense amount of software needed for 
realizing safe, secure and automated electri-
fied vehicle functions indicates the shift from 
quite predominantly hardware- to software-
defined vehicle systems. 

The resulting complexity is calling for new 
capabilities in system integration and virtual 
validation: Collaborative development, digital 
twin settings or automated test factories will 
be key solutions for the upcoming challenges 
in vehicle system development, production, 
and operation.

With this issue of our VIRTUAL VEHICLE Ma-
gazine, we would like to present current re-
search topics and pioneering projects that 
anticipated the trend early and push the de-
velopment towards software-defined vehic-
les further.  

DR. JOST BERNASCH

Managing Director
VIRTUAL VEHICLE

PROF. HERMANN STEFFAN 
Graz University of Technology

Scientific Director
VIRTUAL VEHICLE
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Brain Beats Muscles 
DR. JOST BERNASCH, CEO, Virtual Vehicle Research GmbH

CEO Notes

In the past, vehicle manufacturers diffe-
rentiate themselves with mechanical fea-
tures such as horsepower and torque. Now, 
consumers more and more ask for features 
defined by software, rather looking for 
“smart” than “strong” vehicles. The tran-
sition to software-defined vehicles crea-
tes opportunities for both customers and 
OEMs.

When car enthusiasts think back to the era of 
muscle cars, some may feel nostalgic. In many 
respects, the world was a simpler place: Ques-
tions about the car were often focused to the 
horsepower and how fast the machine could 
go. However, focussing only on these questi-
ons feels slightly misplaced regarding a pre-
mium vehicle of today. 

Obviously, an impressive top-speed is rather 
secondary for a car that features up to 150 
million lines of software code, distributed 
among  as many as 100 electronic control uni-
tes. Instead, consumers are getting more inte-
rested in the functionality of a car, supported 
by smart, yet invisible software-systems. 

In other words, the cars brain seems to get 
more attractive and decisive for customers 
than its muscles.  

An irreversible trend

Electrification, automation, and connectivi-
ty are reshaping customer expectations, and 
driving automakers to increasingly count 
on software. This software-defined vehicle 
transformation will be an unstoppable trend 
driving the development of the automo-
tive industry over the next 5-10 years. But  

was it really Elon Musks undisputed charisma 
that turned motor-loving car customers into 
computer-nerds? Rather not: it's the benefit 
which is convincing. These benefits include 
the easy deployment of new features, a cons-
tant user experience improvement, the crea-
tion of new revenue streams, hardware inde-
pendency, easier servicing, cheaper recall 
campaigns, and faster function updates.

Opportunities vs. threads

But what does this mean for the car indus-
try? The investments for smart vehicles of the 
future are very high and automakers current-
ly have to make decisions that could trans-

form their brands and the entire industry, 
but also pose existential risks. Yet, the pres-
sure to adapt to a software-first paradigm is 
undeniable. Efficient software development 
will lead to shorter overall development and 
will change the characteristics of deployment 
cycles. OEMs will be able to avoid focusing 
on very detailed and individual specification 
of one single model. Rather, specifications 
and functionality for product families will be 
addressed by focussing on consequent launch 
of new software versions to improve existing 
features, deliver new or better functions, and 
to fix bugs. Additionally, new business models 
include infotainment, traffic information, real-
time mapping, telematics and data analytics.

Retain ownership and control

Despite these advantages, risks cannot be 
ignored. Vehicle software is considered 
among the most complex types to develop: 
It must manage all vehicle-related user inter-
faces and all real time mobility-related activi-
ties simultaneously, decisions must be made 
in split seconds. Also, automated driving, 
connected cars and the Internet of Things 
are giving rise to new demands for safety and 
security. Autonomous vehicles are potenti-
ally vulnerable to cybersecurity challenges 

affecting physical sensors, controls, and the 
wireless communication channels. These are 
big challenges, and auto developers now 
must choose how to meet increasing user 
demand for software-driven vehicles as well 
as to avoid losing their unique position in the 
marketplace by becoming too dependent on 
big-tech companies such as Google, Apple or 
Microsoft. Consequently, major German and 
Japanese automotive companies are now 
aiming to become software companies them-
selves.

Intelligence creates revenue 

After all, future vehicles will be a highly 
mechatronic intelligent device. Are the “musc-
les” becoming completely irrelevant in com-
parison to the computer-generated “brain”? 
Not really – a software-oriented approach 
does not mean that hardware is not import-
ant. Design, comfort, haptics and ergonomics 
are important properties in addition to the 
software to perform its functions in a very 
attractive environment. But finally, the soft-
ware, the electronics and the semiconductors 
will produce a greater added value and more 
profits in the value chain.  

“The cars brain seems to get 
more attractive and decisive for 
customers than its muscles."  
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Global

3.000 developers for Mercedes

Luxury automaker Mercedes Benz plans to make its Sin-
delfingen Tech Center the home of its future vehicle ope-
rating system (OS) development. The automaker's future 
electric vehicle OS will support electrification and power 
management, autonomous driving, cloud computing and 
an AI-powered vehicle infotainment system. For these 
ambitious plans, the company plans to hire 3.000 develo-
pers worldwide.  

A new way to move trucks

Germany's first federal road route for electrically 
powered trolley trucks has opened in Baden-Würt-
temberg. For the pilot project eWayBW, two sections 
totalling four kilometres in length were equipped 
with overhead lines. The technology is designed to 
reduce CO2 emissions from freight transport on the 
roads and make trucks quieter.  

First hydrogen fuel cell passenger train

Alstom’s Coradia iLint, the world’s first hydrogen fuel 
cell passenger train, has made its debut on a test 
track in Poland. This completely emission-free train is 
quiet and emits only water vapor and condensation. 
The train features several different innovations: clean 
energy conversion and an efficient energy supply 
and storage system, combined with intelligent ener-
gy management.  

Passenger drones for Coronavirus response

Drones have been a critical tool in emergency response 
during the coronavirus pandemic in China, delivering 
critical goods without human contact and distributing 
personal protective equipment and vaccination supplies. 
Now, EHang is using passenger drones for emergency air 
transportation across the Pearl River in Guangzhou, com-
pleting “contactless” relief and support tasks in quaranti-
ne and containment zones.  

New real time warning system

HERE Technologies, Porsche and Vodafone are trial-
ling how 5G technology and highly precise location 
determination can improve traffic safety and reduce 
the number of road accidents in the future. The three 
companies are collaborating in the development of 
a real-time warning system: vehicles and their drivers 
can receive hazard warnings directly, without any 
delay, and therefore be responded to immediately.  

NewsGlobalNews
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The importance of the safety of autonomous driving functions and dri-
ver assistance systems is clearly increasing with the development of 
autonomous driving. Early validation is the key to ensure that safety 
critical functions achieve the required performance under all circums-
tances. To move a vehicle safely in traffic, the development of new auto-
nomous driving functions and driver assistance systems requires robust 
environment recognition. This includes to identify other traffic parti-
cipants (e.g. vehicles, bicycles, or pedestrians), but also to identify the 
traffic infrastructure (traffic lights or traffic signs) and the road layout. 

The next level of ADAS and sensor testing
Project SPIDER

DR. CHRISTIAN SCHWARZL | Project leader SPIDER   

Currently, the greatest challenge in the 
development of autonomous driving functi-
ons and driver assistance systems is to ensure 
safety under real-life conditions. Poor weat-
her conditions such as rain, fog and snowfall 
can severely limit the performance of the 
sensors used for environment recognition. In 
addition, there is an infinite number of possi-
ble traffic situations that must be managed by 
an autonomous driving function. 

The guarantee of safety of autonomous dri-
ving functions must be demonstrated by 
tests, pushing the vehicle functions to and 
beyond their performance limits to identify 
and correct dangerous behaviour. These tests 

must be carried out under real conditions: 
only by using the target hardware and soft-
ware it is possible to identify critical states. 
Until now, such tests have only been carried 
out with special prototype vehicles. However, 
the construction of these prototype vehic-
les requires a high degree of maturity of the 
developed functions, thus takes time and 
comes very late during the development.

A new approach

The mobile test robot SPIDER is a new test 
vehicle that allows autonomous driving func-
tions to be easily integrated at a low level of 
full vehicle maturity and safely tested under 
real conditions. The SPIDER closes the gap in 
the available test platforms of the automotive 
industry between laboratory set-ups such as 
hardware-in-the-loop (HiL) test benches and 
complete vehicle tests on test tracks or public 
roads.

In addition, the SPIDER enables component 
suppliers (e.g. for sensors, control units or 
complete driving functions) to test their 

SPIDER
Mobile Platform for the Development and 
Testing of Autonomous Driving Functions

TM

developments independently of the target 
vehicle. Due to the SPIDER's individually rot-
atable wheels, flexible movements such as 
sideways movements and turns at the stand 
can be performed. These options enable 
the imitation of the movement of any target 
vehicles such as cars, buses, trucks, or trams.

Open interfaces and sensors

In addition, the SPIDER is equipped with 
open interfaces that facilitates connecting 

the components and functions to be tested 
with the SPIDER. Due to the flexible mounting 
options of the SPIDER, it is possible to mount 
and test the same components and sensors 
in the same positions as in the target vehicle. 
This makes it easy to vary influences resulting 
from various sensor´s field of views and dif-
ferent mounting points and to evaluate their 
influences efficiently. 

“SPIDER allows to test products 
at an early stage and determine 
their performance”.
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SPIDER can emulate the target vehicle 
and perform individual movements

SPIDER is part of the iLab Exhibition at the Austrian Pavillon 
at the WorldExpo in Dubai, opening Oct. 2021.

Watch the video: 
Testing with SPIDER 
in a nutshell 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DsxVvDi9Q0E
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Sonja Kaiser, MSc
Sonja.Kaiser@v2c2.at

VIRTUAL VEHICLE bridges the gap between 
applied science and the market by facilita-
ting SMEs and Start-ups to experiment and 
innovate with new technologies.

Successful demonstrations of new technolo-
gies maximize the benefit in exploitation as 
well as the realistic chances for a market upta-
ke. That is why the LIVING INNOVATION LAB 
enables a knowledge transfer for the develop-
ment of highly innovative product solutions. 
The launch of open calls for experiment pro-
posals aims to expand and strengthen techni-
cal capabilities. Additionally, it will make inno-
vative solutions, platforms, and data available 
for experimentation. Together with academic 
and industrial partners, VIRTUAL VEHICLE is 
bridging the gap between science and early 
technology adopters.

Companies that develop intelligent solutions 
for future digital technologies have the oppor-

tunity to be embedded in upcoming funded 
R&D projects. Thus, they can access the net-
work, the infrastructure, and the know-how of 
VIRTUAL VEHICLE to improve their product or 
service. 

For first try-outs or a quick experimental study 
of potential solutions, Start-ups and SMEs 
can apply for a easy-to-get “Seed Innovation 
Action” and the support of VIRTUAL VEHICLE’s 
expertise free of charge. In addition, selected 
long-term partners can receive financial sup-
port with manageable long-term costs.

Future-oriented SMEs should not miss this 
outstanding opportunity and apply to one of 
the open calls to make their innovative idea 
come true!  

Accelerating Innovation 
with LivInLab
SONJA KAISER, MSC | Senior Researcher 

Why Living Innovation Lab?

SMEs often lack access to the appropriate network, special know-
how and, especially to expensive infrastructure. This is where the 
LIVING INNOVATION LAB comes in, by providing support with very 
little effort and absolutely no risk for the SMEs.

With our various technical areas and research competences in 
combination with the overall research program and the K2 funding 
scheme, the LIVING INNOVATION LAB offers an outstanding oppor-
tunity to experiment with highly innovative technologies.

www.v2c2.at/living-innovation-lab-calls

Knowledge Transfer

Dr. Christian Schwarzl
Project Leader SPIDER
VIRTUAL VEHICLE

Christian.Schwarzl@v2c2.at

Three Questions to...

What was the idea behind the development 
of SPIDER?

CS: The SPIDER closes the gap in established 
test platforms of the automotive industry 
between the hardware-in-the-loop (HiL) test 
bench and the real test vehicle. The biggest 
limitation of a HiL test bench is the limited 
realism caused by the simulation of sensor 
data, which represents an abstraction of reali-
ty. In the case of complete vehicle tests, on the 
other hand, the reproducibility of tests is not 
given due to the uncontrollable traffic situa-
tion. This in turn makes both troubleshooting 
and error correction very time-consuming.

What is the most innovative achievement?

CS: SPIDER offers high efficiency and repro-
ducibility of the HiL test bench without its 
limitations caused by sensor data simulation. 
Due to the modular design and the flexible 
movement possibilities of the SPIDER, the 
behaviour of the entire vehicle can be simu-

lated identically, and a large part of the tests 
can be carried out using the SPIDER test plat-
form.

What are the benefits for customers?

CS: The new testing possibilities are highly 
relevant for companies along the value chain 
from component to vehicle manufacturers in 
the automotive industry. Component manu-
facturers can use the SPIDER to test their pro-
ducts at an early stage and determine their 
performance. Suppliers of driving functions 
have the opportunity to carry out their tests 
independently of vehicle manufacturers and 
achieve greater efficiency and flexibility in 
testing. This enables shorter vehicle develop-
ment cycles and allows faster introduction 
of innovative vehicle functions. This, in turn, 
leads to an increased competitiveness.

www.v2c2.at/Spider

Thanks to its modular architecture, the SPI-
DER can take over a multitude of tasks during 
test execution that would otherwise have to 
be carried out with a specially modified car:

• Provision of sensor, position, orientation, 
and speed data during test execution for 
tests of sensors, control units, and entire 
driving functions

• Data recording for automated and effi-
cient test evaluation

• Control of the SPIDER by the function 
under test

• Guaranteed safety during test execution
• Highly precise and reproducible execution 

of test drives

Therefore, entire assistance functions can be 
tested with SPIDER: lane change assistant, 
traffic jam assistant, blind spot assistant as 
well as automated driving functions based on 
artificial intelligence and more.  
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HUBCAP supports Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (SMEs) in the realisation of Cyber Physical Systems. The project 
provides access to advanced model-based design (MBD) technology, as well as training and guidance.

Digital Innovation HUBs and Collaborative 
Platform for Cyber-Physical Systems   

Project HUBCAP

GERHARD B. WEISS, MSC | Senior Researcher, MBD Expert

The HUBCAP-Project provides a one-stop-
shop for European SMEs wanting to join the 
Cyber-Physical System (CPS) revolution. The-
re is a growing demand for autonomous, safe 
CPSs that can interact with people while also 
respecting their privacy. This creates oppor-
tunities for SMEs in an increasingly broad 
area. To support SMEs in this area, HUBCAP 
builds on established Digital Innovation 
Hubs (DIHs) in seven European countries, 
each deeply embedded in its regional digital 
innovation ecosystem. 

The platform offers specialist expertise, 
experimental capabilities, and focused appli-
cation domain knowledge in CPS Enginee-
ring. From this base, HUBCAP creates a gro-
wing and sustainable pan-European network 
that will offer SMEs opportunities to under-
take experiments, seek investment, and 
access expertise and training. The solution is 
a cloud-based open collaboration platform 
with a ‘sandbox’ capability to help potential 
users trial new CPS design technology before 
investment. 

HUBCAP Collaboration Platform

The HUBCAP Platform is an open, cloud-
based collaboration portal. It supports both 

“Access to” and “Collaborate with” services, 
providing companies with access to the latest 
knowledge, expertise and technology during 
their Digital Transformation paths toward 
piloting, testing and experimenting with new 
digital technologies.

By simply using a web browser, the platform 
creates a virtual environment where providers 
and consumers of digital technologies are not 
just matching assets and needs, but they are 
collaborating to boost innovations.

The Sandboxing Middleware 

The most innovative sub-system of the Plat-
form is the HUBCAP Sandboxing Middleware. 
It evaluates CPS tools and models in a collabo-
rative and flexible dynamic environment. This 
middleware is designed to run each sandbox 
in an isolated and safe way, protecting the 
IPRs of the entities running in each sandbox. It 
provides ready-to-use repositories, easing the 
experimentation of CPS tools and models to 
the Platform users.

To encourage the population of the platform, 
and to evaluate its use as an aid to innovation 
in CPS design, HUBCAP will run a series of fun-
ded Open Calls. These will provide financial 

Model Based Design

and technical support for SMEs to join the 
HUBCAP ecosystem and to experiment in 
highly innovative, cross-border experiments.

Manufacturing Process Simulation 
in a Hybrid Cloud Setup

One of these successful use cases is the 1D 
simulation of a hot stamping process exten-
ded with 3D visualization. The basic consi-
deration was the market segmentation and 
the difficulty to deploy and support all the 
existing tools and models in such a platform. 
The solution was a hybrid cloud-setup where 
some tools run in the public cloud and others 
are only available in private clouds or dedi-
cated machines of the licensed institution. In 

this experiment AVL Model.CONNECTTM was 
used to run a co-simulation including Mat-
lab/SimulinkTM and LS-Dyna. Due to license 
restrictions this was done on local machine 
while the 3D supervisor tool from Technolo-
gy Transfer Systems srl was running inside the 
HUBCAP sandbox.  

Gerhard Benedikt Weiß
MBD Expert
VIRTUAL VEHICLE

Gerhard-Benedikt.Weiss@v2c2.at

Three Questions to...

How do SMEs benefit from the 
collaboration platform?

GBW: The collaboration platform offers rea-
dy to use tools and models following a try-
before-you-buy concept. Access to advanced 
Model-Based Design (MBD) technology inclu-
ding training and guidance via the platform 
supports SMEs in realizing the potential of 
growing autonomy in CPSs. Moreover, experi-
ments are funded through open calls where 
SMEs can get started with first projects using 
MBD supported by the digital innovation 
hubs within the HUBCAP project. 

What are the responsibilities of 
VIRTUAL VEHICLE in HUBCAP?

GBW: One of the objectives of VIRTUAL 
VEHICLE is to build up an innovation ecosys-
tem by offering services (e.g., training in MBD) 
and reaching out to new partners. Another 
important task is to encourage SMEs to apply 
for the open calls and support the winners 

by monitoring and evaluating their projects. 
Moreover, VIRTUAL VEHICLE also ensures the 
proper functioning of the collaboration plat-
form.

What assets are provided by HUBCAPs 
collaboration platform?

GBW: Up to now, more than 70 models and 
30 tools ready to use in the sandbox envi-
ronment are provided. Various domains are 
covered including robotics, energy, and smart 
health. There are typical tools for creating and 
simulating models but also tools for model 
checking or tool(chain) qualification. It can 
be simple models like a dual mass oscillator 
to more complex ones like an adaptive crui-
se controller or a line follower robot. Any SME 
is welcome to contribute to the platform. In 
case you have a model (in any format) or a 
tool to share, please get in contact! 

Overview of HUBCAP Collaboration Platform

www.hubcap.eu

Watch the video: 
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SONJA KAISER, MSC | Senior Researcher 

Gerhard B. Weiß, MSc
Gerhard-Benedikt.Weiss@v2c2.at
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VIRTUAL VEHICLE presents a fully electric automated driving concept 
vehicle focussed on “Future Interior Design": The ZeroOne is a light-
weight full-electric vehicle dedicated to the urban transport of the futu-
re. It is designed to look and feel like a "regular car” without actually 
being one.

ZeroOne: A Flagship for 
Future Interior Design

Karl Lambauer
Karl.Lambauer@v2c2.at

KARL LAMBAUER  | Senior Researcher, Embedded Systems Group

The conception of the vehicle supports the 
following objectives:

• Green and Safe: 
Zero Emissions – Zero Fatalities

• Acceptability and Trust: 
Human-Centred Solutions

• Effectivity and Efficiency: 
Disruptive Digitalization

• Reliability and Intelligence: 
Vehicle Automation and Electrification

The base vehicle is a product of the former EU 
project “Epsilon”. To convert it, some modifica-
tions have been done by the ZeroOne Team. 
In an initial step, the baseline vehicle has been 
dismantled and documented. Furthermore, 
data had to be collected during vehicle ope-
ration (start-up, driving, recuperating, char-

ging, shutdown) as reference for our imple-
mentation.

A new approach to driver interaction

The ZeroOne features state-of-the-art com-
fort equipment with voice control and a large 
TFT display for driver information and pass-
enger entertainment. A smart interaction 
through gesture recognition and time-of-
flight (TOF) camera has been established, as 
well as a simple gesture recognition for the 
TOF camera.

The absence of the steering wheel deserves 
special attention: It has been replaced by a 
servo motor and a professional joystick was 
mounted for driver interaction. Due to the 
use of a joystick instead of the steering wheel 
and pedals, the software also has been rewrit-
ten. This low-level, safety critical software has 
been implemented on an AurixTM multicore 
safety-controller board, along with the ADAS 
Kit drive by wire functionality. For hardware 
interaction, a customized Aurix extension 
board has been designed and built too. 

Autonomous driving reinvented 

As part of the ZeroOne project we integrated 
a special industrial PC suitable for environ-
ments with a high level of vibration, running 

a Autoware software stack, to enable autono-
mous driving. To qualify the vehicle for Auto-
ware, it was necessary to carry out test drives. 
The team also combined the web-based user 
interface with the Autoware AD stack. Moreo-
ver, a minimal sensor suite for autonomous 
driving needed to be integrated and the new 
components wired.

After overcoming manifold problems and 
challenges, the ZeroOne is truly a flagship 
when it comes to future interior design and 
full-electric vehicles.

Initial consideration/problem statement 
behind the project 

Our goal was to develop the first purely elect-
ric "automated drive" demonstrator in Austria. 
Additionally, we wanted to focus on "future 
interior design" for this project. An important 
aspect here was the trend towards ever larger 
displays in the vehicle, as well as a new inno-
vative approach in the area of HMI (human 
machine interface), which is to be realised 
with a combined gesture and voice control.

What benefit to expect

We expect an increased number of research 
projects based on this demonstrator, as a test 
vehicle with open interfaces offers conside-

rably more possibilities than a series-produc-
tion vehicle, where there is very limited access 
to various vehicle components. Project part-
ners will be able to carry out resource-saving 
tests in diverse areas such as adaptive com-
fort-based climate control, fully electric auto-
nomous driving and driver state monitoring, 
and to verify previously simulated data using 
"real tests".

The biggest challenges in this project

Since there was no ready-made solution in 
the field of ADAS kit (Advanced Driver Assis-
tance Systems) for such a prototype vehicle, it 
was necessary to develop an interface oursel-
ves that would allow us to control this vehicle 
by means of a computer. 

Another major challenge was the creation of 
and compliance with appropriate safety gui-
delines for this prototype vehicle. In order 
to guarantee the required safety, an ASIL-D-
compliant AURIX platform from Infineon was 
used in the area of "low-level" control, as this 
is equipped with multi-redundant processor 
cores and thus a higher level of safety can be 
achieved.  

DR. ALLAN TENGG  | Lead Researcher, Embedded Systems Group

Dr. Allen Tengg
Allen.Tengg@v2c2.at
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Volkswagen AG has concluded a frame-
work agreement with VIRTUAL VEHICLE. 
The focus is primarily on co-simulation, 
complete vehicle integration and simu-
lation-supported function and software 
development.

Volkswagen deepens 
partnership

Framework Agreement

"The demand for interdisciplinary simula-
tion expertise will rapidly increase in the up-
coming years," says Ralph Sundermeier from 
Volkswagen. He is convinced of the increasing 
spread of simulation applications in all engi-
neering professions: 

"The question is not whether, but how to 
use methods such as computer-aided work 
processes."

The development towards Software-Defined 
Vehicles requires a fundamentally different 
approach for an industry that was previous-
ly characterised by the classic principles of 
mechanical engineering. In future, products 
will be continuously developed, improved 
and adapted according to the rules of the 
IT industry. A vehicle designed with these 
aspects in mind continues to develop over 

the entire product life cycle and is kept up to 
date via updates. The development of a vehic-
le then no longer takes place in the long term, 
but in short, iterative steps, Sundermeier 
explains: "This is familiar to programmers, but 
a paradigm shift for mechanical engineers.” 

Deepening cooperation

In future, Volkswagen will draw on the exper-
tise of VIRTUAL VEHICLE in the development 
of virtual calculation and simulation tools. 
Specifically, the research centre will provide 
support in topics such as Volkswagen's Func-
tional Engineering Platform (FEP), Credible 
Simulation, model-based and function-orien-
ted systems engineering, standardisation for 
virtual development and virtual integration in 
technical development.  

Partner Network

Advancing domain-open Software Enabled 
Technologies - this is the vision of SETLabs 
Research GmbH, VIRTUAL VEHICLE’s newly 
founded subsidiary located in Munich.

Software Enabled 
Technologies made 
in Germany 

SETLabs

Lisa-Marie Schicker, MA MSc
Lisa-Marie.Schicker@setlabs.de

By strengthening the partnerships with stra-
tegic German partners and expanding the 
industrial and scientific network, SETLabs 
wants to bring the development of software 
intensive systems to the next level.

The focus lies on innovative solutions ena-
bled through a smart interaction of software 
intensive systems, simulation and the respec-
tive HW/SW integration. This results in the 
development of application-oriented solu-
tions. These solutions are not limited to appli-
cations in the automotive or rail domain, but 
will be further extended to robotics, logistics, 
energy and healthcare.

Key Areas of Research

SETLabs covers the following areas to ensure 
reliable software enabled technologies:

• Credible / Reliable Simulation
• Trustworthy autonomous systems
• Digital twin and product lifecycle
• Sustainability of technological systems
• Information networks

How to collaborate with SETLabs

For joint research projects, especially on the 
German national level, but also on the EU 
level, SETLabs is a reliable partner when it 
comes to project development and coordina-
tion, but also offers contract research based 
on the comprehensive knowledge from the 
in-house experts.  

SETLabs

Dr. Ralph Sundermeier
Volkswagen AG
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DI Gerhard Zrim
CEO
SETLabs Research GmbH

“SETLabs can provide innovative 
domain-open solutions by bringing 
software, simulation and integra-
tion together, based on VIRTUAL 
VEHICLE’s long-term expertise and 
strategic focus on virtual develop-
ment of vehicle systems.”

SETLabs Research GmbH
Grosjeanstraße 2
81925 Munich, Germany

P: +49 89 944 176 991
E: Gerhard.Zrim@setlabs.de

Contact:

www.setlabs.de
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FIGURE 1
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Road and Scenario Description

CARLO VAN DRIESTEN
Systems Architect for Virtual 

Test and Validation

BMW Group

Expert View

The “ENVITED Ecosystem” is a project initiated 
by BMW and managed through a non-pro-
fit organization – Automotive Solution Cen-
ter for Simulation e.V. – which has over 30 
members including inter alia, BMW, Daimler, 
Audi and Porsche etc. It is a long-term ope-
ration formalized as a research cluster for the 
exploration of a “virtual proof of validation”, 
allowing the members to exchange require-
ments and commonly research technologies 
to facilitate the goal of a virtually enhanced 
homologation process. In the end, an origi-
nal equipment manufacturer needs the con-
fidence that every software module and the 
data used for the simulation is validated and 
passed through a quality process resulting in 
a set of certificates. 

Within ENVITED, the partners work together 
to define these quality processes and design 
the overall architecture of the software sys-
tem, including recommendations for suitable 
technologies. The envisioned distributed data 
ecosystem will enable virtual validation met-
hods allowing the evaluation of millions of 
driving kilometres that cannot be conducted 
physically on the road. The auditing process 
itself needs to be as seamless and impervi-
ous to malfunction as possible. A common 

understanding between all the involved par-
ties is the most crucial ingredient. It is achie-
ved through the common standards, proces-
ses and - emphasized here - commonly used 
supporting open source tools and libraries. In 

contrast to aviation, for example, the homolo-
gation for the automotive sector is conducted 
through a “self-certification” process, due to 
the significantly faster development cycles of 
cars. If an OEM certifies the car by itself – there 
is a greater need for “sub-certificates” that 
indicate that every component of the vehicle 
is safe. These proofs can all be maintained in 
a “common settlement layer”, verified inde-
pendently by each manufacturer, with a virtu-
al proof of validation.

The rise of blockchain technologies

The common settlement layer is pointing into 
the direction of a new and exciting techno-
logy allowing to carry out monetary trans-

actions and the management of certificates: 
The Distributed Ledger Technologies (DLT) 
or also known as blockchain technology. The 
keyword formulating a requirement towards 
DLT is “revocable certificates”, as the certi-
fication itself would not necessarily need a 
blockchain. However, when we add the need 
to withdraw a certificate by a third-party and 
give different roles and permissions to partici-
pants of the ecosystem, blockchain technolo-
gy is incredibly useful. The proofs themselves 
must endure the potential failure of centrali-
zed systems and one must be able to migrate 
them apart from all the other software com-
ponents used in the overall tool chain. 

In addition, the software components and 
simulation data have its worth and digital 
components can be unambiguously identi-
fied through a content hash. In a later stage, 
the certification process will create a simula-
tion data market handled through a common 
trusted settlement layer for everyone to par-
ticipate in. Another very essential aspect ser-
ved by blockchain technology is the clear and 
unambiguous traceability of data and pro-
cesses for quality assurance along the supply 
chain but also for questions of liability in case 
of system failures.

Tezos: innovation of the community

Next to solutions like Hyperledger, the ENVI-
TED working group has identified Tezos as 
one potential candidate considering its pro-
perty being a public blockchain involving a 
vibrant open source community.

The Road to Standards-Based Certification of Highly 
Automated Vehicles within the ENVITED Ecosystem

“A common language defined in 
collaboration with all affected 
parties resulting in a common 
standard is imperative.” 

Carlo van Driesten | ASAM OSI Kickoff Workshop | 2020 Seite 3

FIGURE 3
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Figure 1: Phenomenological Sensor Modelling with OSI

Figure 2: Overview of the current ASAM OpenX ecosystem

Figure 3: From a regulatory 
document to an executable 
scenario
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“DATA.BEAM's wireless 
technology enables 
easy installation on test 
vehicles and faster data 
evaluation, which also 
reduces costs.”

The most important feature of Tezos is its built-
in “Change Management Process” through 
the on-chain ratification of protocol amend-
ment proposals to overcome the conundrum 
of evolving a decentralized and distributed IT 
system. This allows for innovation of the com-
munity to be integrated in an orderly man-
ner. The working group has already started 
to formalize feature requests in Tezos Agora 
under the prefix ENVITED which have partly 
been taken into account in previous protocol 
amendments. An interesting social experi-
ment is the participation and acceptance of 
the ENVITED working group as part of the 
broader open source blockchain community 
providing the domain specific requirements 
from automotive companies. 

For the industry it is paramount to understand 
that with a technology based on consensus, 
the impact on the development is also done 
through social consensus, and honest partici-
pation with the community is mandatory. The 
rationale is that the long-term costs to main-

tain a technology are not underemphasized 
and the inflation-based compensation for the 
protocol development is an interesting way 
to overcome the dilemma of contribution to 
open source projects.

You are ENVITED

With the introduction of DLT, new techno-
logies can be leveraged for solving the chal-
lenges of the distributed simulation data eco-
system. The integration of privacy features 
in public blockchains with zero-knowledge 
proofs or so-called zk-snarks allow for selecti-
ve privacy on business transactions to reveal 
them to auditors and shield them from com-
petitors – it is the cornerstone to use public 
blockchains in a business context. More 
details about the technology can be stu-
died in the publication of the ENVITED work 
group . BMW invites every interested party to 
get involved in the working groups of ASAM 
e.V., ASC(S e.V. and participate in the GaiaX 
research family.  

Carlo van Driesten | ASAM OSI Kickoff Workshop | 2020 Seite 4
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DI Peter Sammer
Peter.Sammer@v2c2.at

With DATA.BEAM, VIRTUAL VEHICLE deve-
loped a highly flexible Data Acquisition 
Platform. This measuring device effective-
ly enables wireless recording and pre-pro-
cessing of sensor data.

The complex demands of today's mobility 
result in requirements for measurement tech-
nology that conventional systems cannot 
cover. There is an increasing need to link net-
worked systems, digital interfaces and analo-
gue sensors. Measuring devices usually have 
a limited selection of different sensor inputs 
and, in the best case, are expandable via hard-
ware modules. As a result, complex scenarios 
can often not be recorded: An example would 
be the combination of eye tracker, webcam, 
CAN bus data and RTK GPS for measurements 
of driving behaviour in cars.

Successful development 

VIRTUAL VEHICLE therefore developed a 
highly flexible and modular data acquisition 

platform called DATA.BEAM over the years to 
be able to capture these complex scenarios. 
DATA.BEAM enables the synchronous recor-
ding and processing of any input variables 
from analogue/digital sensors to USB devices 
and webcam streams. In addition to the high 
flexibility, the merging of the various measu-
rement data into a single file enables great 
cost and time savings in post-processing.

For complex scenarios, usually individual 
software extensions are necessary. Due to the 
modular stack structure of DATA.BEAM, the-
se software extensions can be easily added, 
even by the customer himself. The web inter-
face, accessible via WiFi and Ethernet, allows 
the device to be controlled without having to 
install software - an important point for mobi-
le use and long-term compatibility.  

Setting New Standards 
in Measurement
DI PETER SAMMER | Senior Researcher, Advanced Measurement & Fluid Flow Simulation

DATABEAM FACTS:
 Linux + real-time hardware domain
 Wireless time synchronization
 Analog interfaces
 Digital interfaces
 Internal database on SSD storage
 Web-interface via WiFi/Ethernet
 User-extendable framework

www.v2c2.at/databeam

TM

BEAMDATA
Synchronized Wireless Information Platform

TM

BEAMDATA
Synchronized Wireless Information Platform
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Self-adapting comfort models
A holistic development approach

Interior & Comfort

SEBASTIAN MÖLLER | Comfort Modeling Specialist, Advanced Measurement & Fluid Flow Simulation

The fully automatic control logic of increasingly complex systems must know what settings of the system components will 
lead to maximum comfort of the passengers. A key question in solving this challenge is: What is the optimal comfort for a 
concrete individual in a specific situation? The answer is clear - the system has to learn it. 

Comfort perception does not only depend on 
the physical conditions surrounding the pass-
enger’s body, but also on clothes, the time of 
the day and several other things like gender, 
age, or body weight of a passenger. Whereas 
most of this comfort factors may be determi-
ned objectively, the most interesting factor 
cannot: the inherent individuality of a human. 
Therefore, an automatic comfort system must 
learn the individual preferences of a passen-
ger, which means that the integrated comfort 
model must adapt itself based on the passen-
ger’s feedback. 

Optimized Comfort

Should a passenger be unhappy with the 
thermal situation he wants to communicate 
his wishes to the system. The approach deve-
loped by VIRTUAL VEHICLE is not limited to a 
specific source of feedback. Be it verbal feed-
back, touching a screen or any other feedback 
act, it will be associated with the current state 
of the cabin and additional relevant factors. 

Internal parameters of the comfort model will 
be adjusted, enabling the system to predict 
the physical conditions in the cabin needed 
for optimized comfort. The corresponding 

settings for each component of the comfort 
system are derived from this input through a 
powerful integrated model of the cabin.

Algorithms & Digital Twins

In current research, VIRTUAL VEHICLE imple-
ments this kind of comfort system in a dri-
ving simulator and is planning to do the same 
in a driving vehicle. Both are representing 
research platforms supporting the design and 
testing of new components and control logic 
concepts under various conditions.

In the first step, the HVAC system of an in-
house driving simulator was adapted to allow 
for full flexibility in controlling the inside ther-
mal conditions. Complementing the hard-
ware, the control logic was implemented, 
consisting of a cabin model, a comfort model, 
and the adaptation algorithm. A fast-calcula-
ting cabin model, a thermal “digital twin” was 
created, based on data produced by an exten-
sive CFD simulation study.

A comfort model was added which divides 
the human body in different zones. It was 
derived from a standardized model, but was 
adapted to our specific needs and enhanced 

by variable parameters to be tuned by the 
comfort adaptation algorithm.

Virtual Driving Scenario

To show the effectiveness of the concept and 
to investigate its robustness, tests with seve-
ral probands in a virtual driving scenario com-
bined with controlled environmental conditi-
ons were carried out. The results of the study 
were promising: As expected, the feedback of 
real humans is not self-consistent in any case. 

Three Questions to...

Why do self-adapting comfort models matter?

AK: In complex cabin environments of future 
vehicles, the interaction between the comfort 
system and the passengers will change. Defi-
ning a single virtual target temperature, as in 
today’s cars, will not be sufficient, and finding 
the correct settings for the complex comfort 
manually nearly impossible. The new target 
will be simply “comfort”. This can be reached 
using our self-adapting “digital twin” concept 
inside the control logic.

How will consumers benefit from this research?

AK: The vision is that the comfort is ensured 
automatically, even under variable conditions 

and without the need of frequent interac-
tions with the passengers. They may find ideal 
comfort immediately, even after changing to 
another vehicle. This is possible through the 
transfer of some data and the strictly modular 
approach we chose for the comfort control.

Where do you see the main challenges for the 
future?

AK: Predicting the complex physics inside 
the cabin in real time for the wide variety of 
possible scenarios implies the need for sig-
nificant compute power and advanced data 
management. In the future, cloud-based solu-
tions are an option to handle this challenge.

Nevertheless, the individual comfort percep-
tion of the probands was generally increased 
during the tests in a dynamic and fault tole-
rant fashion. The resulting comfort parame-
ters show clear differences between the indi-
vidual characteristics of the probands.  

Thermal Cabin Simulation for the Drive-
Lab Driving Simulator at Virtual Vehicle
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Alexander Kospach
Group Leader,
Advanced Measurement &  
Fluid Flow Simulation
VIRTUAL VEHICLE

Alexander.Kospach@v2c2.at
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Sustainability, material availability, multi-material approaches and lightweight design are ongoing trends in future vehic-
le design. New materials and material combinations are being intensively sought. The natural material wood has excellent 
material properties with low density. Used correctly, wood materials are competitive with fibre-reinforced plastics and 
metals. The technical performance of the material is proven by decades of use in aviation technology and vehicle applica-
tions. By including wood as a material, the range of possible materials for materials engineering can be expanded, making 
a valuable contribution to cost and weight reduction as well as to the CO2 balance.

DI Christian Kurzböck
Christian.Kurzboeck@v2c2.at

With the wood material science and the vir-
tual engineering methods developed in the 
"WoodC.A.R." research project, the lightweight 
design potential and the ecological and social 
goals have already been proven and validated 
on several demonstrators. In the project, VIRTUAL 
VEHICLE and the partners have developed a sui-
table development chain for the virtual functio-
nal design of components and structures made 
of wood veneers. In this way, the lightweight 
design potential of wood veneer as a material for 
the mobility sector could be demonstrated on the 
basis of individual use cases (bus stairs, side impact 
beams, chassis of a tracked vehicle, roll-over bar of 
a vehicle and a formwork element) using topology 
analyses, virtual simulation methods and optimi-
sation approaches. In this way, functional compo-

nents for different applications in mechanical and 
vehicle design can be virtually designed and eva-
luated. This means that the use of a CO2-neutral 
wood-based material can also reduce CO2 emis-
sions in the use phase by reducing the weight of 
mobility applications.

Lightweight potential of wood

Although “WoodC.A.R.” has laid a solid basis in fini-
te element modelling, there is a lack of suitable 
production technologies for industrial implemen-
tation. For this reason, the continuing research 
program will focus primarily on process develop-
ment and process control. Another challenge 
in using bio-based materials for the intended 
applications is the control of material variability. 
In conventional wood applications (e.g. in tim-
ber engineering) this is mainly controlled by high 
safety factors. However, this leads to a reduction 
in performance. Therefore, the “CARpenTiER” pro-
ject aims at wood-based hybrid structures that 
maximise the lightweight potential of wood. For 
this purpose, a Computer-Aided Research (CAR) 
approach for function-oriented dynamic process 
control will be established for future suppliers (= 
Tiers). Starting from an example unit, which inclu-
des as many criteria and requirements (functions) 
of a complex hybrid component for the automo-

tive industry as possible, a process control system 
will be established (Fig. 1). Both process and com-
ponent are represented as digital twins. The cho-
sen approach is thus a combination of material 
and process step simulation. 

Virtual representation of real processes

To control the processes, it is necessary to identi-
fy raw material and process parameters for each 
process step that have an influence on the defi-
ned functions of the component. This control loop 
of the processes corresponds to the individual 
material treatment by an experienced specialist or 
craftsman (e.g. carpent(i)er), who always considers 
the result and thus the fulfilment of the function 
during the different process steps.

In contrast to the experience-based and intuitive 
decision making of humans in manufacturing pro-
cesses, every decision step in the digital process 
control of an industrial production must be based 
on physical models. This makes the processes eco-
nomically efficient, controllable, and reproducible. 
CARpenTiER will enable a virtual representation of 
real processes and thus automate human know-
ledge in individual material processing.

Wood-based hybrid components

In addition to the technical design, calculability 
and predictability of wood-based hybrid compo-

nents, the production processes are now also to 
be made calculable and controllable. Furthermo-
re, suitable processes for forming, coating, joining, 
bonding and modifying are to be found and adap-
ted or developed in terms of process technology. 
In addition to these advantages, CARpenTiER will 
also offer possibilities for material and process 
documentation, process optimisation and quality 
assurance. CARpenTiER and the complementary 
projects thus represent a pioneering project land-
scape for future applications of wood and bio-
based materials in new markets (Fig. 2).  

Figure 1: Process parameters vs. functional performance

Figure 2:  Project Landscape "Wood in Mobility" - the basis for the CARpenTiER project

New milestones for 
wood in mobility

CARpenTiER & WoodC.A.R.

CHRISTIAN KURZBÖCK | Project Lead VIRTUAL VEHICLE

Project duration: 03/2017-04/2021
Coordinator: Innovationszentrum W.E.I.Z
Adressed fields: 
Virtual Engineering – Predictive FE-Simulation
Material Engineering – Material Characterization 
and Testing Production Engineering - Processes 
for shaping, bonding and joining

The K-Project WoodC.A.R. - Computer Aided Research and CARpenTiER - "Modelling, Production and further Processing of Eco-Hybrid Struc-
tures and Materials" are funded within the framework of COMET - Competence Centers for Excellent Technologies by BMVIT, BMDW and the 
provinces of Styria and Tyrol. The COMET program is managed by the FFG (Project No.: 861.421 and 882.509).

www.woodcar.eu

WoodC.A.R.

Project duration: 05/2021-04/2025
Coordinator: Innovationszentrum W.E.I.Z
Adressed fields: Raw Material, Production 
Processes, Part Function, Function-Oriented 
Process Control, Socio-Economic and Environ-
mental Impacts

www.carpentier.at

CARpenTiER

“Lightweight and climate-friendly at the same 
time, the material wood helps mobility to 
achieve the climate targets. Function-oriented 
process development and process management 
are the new milestones for wood in mobility.”
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Scientific Partners:
BOKU - University of Natural 
Resources and Life Sciences, 
Virtual Vehicle, Graz Uni-
versity of Technology, FH 
Joanneum Graz, University 
of Graz, Innovationszentrum 
W.E.I.Z.

Industry Partners:
Automobile Cluster Styria 
(ACStyria), Wood Cluster 
Styria, Collano, Doka, Dyna-
More, Ejot, Fill, FHP, Glanz-
stoff, IB STEINER, Klumpp 
Coatings, LEAN MC, Magna, 
MAN, Mattro, Volkswagen, 
Weitzer Parkett, Weitzer 
Wood Solutions
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Nicola Contartese 

Nicola is a Junior Researcher at VIRTUAL 
VEHICLE. He studied mechanical enginee-
ring both at University of Calabria (Italy) and 
Hochschule Bochum (Germany), obtaining a 
double master’s degree in 2017. His research 
is centered on acoustic and structural dyna-
mics, with a special focus on the automotive 
industry. He is also a member of the Noise & 
Vibration Research Group within the Depart-
ment of Mechanical Engineering at KU Leuven 
(Belgium). There, he is carrying on his doctoral 
studies in noise and vibration engineering.

Three questions to...

What are your  
topics right now? 

Manuela: Currently I am coordinating and sup-
porting large international EU projects at VIRTU-
AL VEHICLE dealing with future relevant human 
centered research topics in the field of e.g., occu-
pant safety1, human systems integration2, Inter-
net of Things (IoT) & Artificial Intelligence (AI)3, 
and lightweight battery systems4. I work across 
all areas at VIRTUAL VEHICLE and with experts 
from top-leading research entities as well as the 
research & development departments of Tier 1 

Manuela Klocker 

Manuela Klocker is a Senior Researcher at VIR-
TUAL VEHICLE. She holds a Master’s degree 
in Media and Communication studies. She is 
currently involved in several EU projects and 
responsible for project management, dissemi-
nation, and exploitation. 

and Tier 2 companies and OEMs that are resear-
chers on all levels – students coming from uni-
versity as well as experts with long experience in 
their field of work. This often is quite a challenge: 
On the one hand I create optimal conditions for 
excellent technical work by performing project 
management tasks. On the other hand, I care 
about project communication and marketing – 
bringing the very specific technical content to a 
variety of audience – from technically educated 
people to the public. 

Nicola: I have just finished my experience in 
the PBNv2 Marie Curie project, which invol-
ved young researchers coming from indus-
tries and academia across Europe. The focus 
of this project was the pass-by noise, namely 
the external sound of a moving vehicle that 
contributes to the traffic noise. 
The main reason that drives researchers in 
this field is the fact that transportation noise 
became the second most deadly environmen-
tal pollutant in Europe. So, we need to enga-
ge being inspired by ecology, economy, and 
health to enable green and silent vehicles.

What do you like most
about working on

this project? 

Manuela: I have the great opportunity to work 
with a lot of diverse experts and teams, who are 
enthusiastic about different exciting topics. In 
most of the projects I am involved from the pro-
posal stage up to the final review meeting. Every 
project creates challenges and new opportuni-
ties, which is something that I really like. It’s gre-
at to work on different topics every time and to 

Backstage

establish suitable workflows within the coordi-
nation team. That means my tasks vary in each 
project, and it’s interesting to take on different 
roles every time. 

Nicola: First of all, I really enjoy that EU pro-
jects give us the opportunity to create a wide 
network all around Europe and to share ideas 
with people from different institutions. Even 
more, I love the topic that I am working on. 
Indeed, even if too often underestimated, 
sound plays a crucial role in automotive 
engineering. It has impact on the driving 
experience, enjoyability, reliability and brand 
recognition, besides contributing to the safe-
ty of other drivers and pedestrians. Having the 
chance to work daily towards this direction in 
partnership with international automotive 
companies is very satisfying and motivating!

How has your work 
developed over time? 

Manuela: Generally, in recent years a lot of 
know-how has been established, which means 
we gained significant experience when it comes 
to managing projects. With each project, the 
coordination teams of VIRTUAL VEHICLE are 
getting more sophisticated, and our reputation 
gets acknowledged by our international part-
ners as well!  I had a very good start already with 
the DEWI project, which provided key solutions 
for wireless seamless connectivity and interope-
rability in smart cities and infrastructures. Ever 
since then, it’s been a pleasure to be part of this 
team and to work with my brilliant colleagues 
on these great and successful projects! 

21
3

Nicola: After my graduation, I realized I want 
to keep going with research, which is why I 
was looking for research centers across Euro-
pe. When I got the news that I was accepted 
at VIRTUAL VEHICLE, I was absolutely excited 
to come to Graz, even though I had never 
set foot in Austria before. If I got to face this 
choice again, I would repeat it without any 
doubt! Indeed, I love being in such an envi-
ronment where we are able to research and 
develop ideas for future cars in cooperation 
with universities and industries at the cutting 
edge of vehicle technology. New acoustic 
challenges are now coming up with electrifi-
cation and automation, and we are ready and 
enthusiastic to face them!  

1 OSCCAR – Future Occupant 
Safety for Crashes in Cars

2 HADRIAN – Holistic Approach 
for Driver Role Integration and 
Automation Allocation for 
European Mobility Needs

3 InSecTT – Intelligent Secure 
Trustable Things

4 LIBERTY – Lightweight Battery 
System for Extended Range at 
Improved Safety 
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https://www.osccarproject.eu
https://hadrianproject.eu
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Radar technology is an enabler of autonomous driving as it lets the vehicle “see”. But how can engi-
neers guarantee accuracy and reliability of radar sensors without wasting time and money? Simu-
lation is key – but only if done right.

Guenther Hasna
Manager Application 
Engineering, Ansys 

Automotive radar has emerged as one of the 
backbone technologies in the ADAS revolution. 
Because radar uses electromagnetic (EM) waves to 
sense the environment, it can operate over a long 
distance in poor visibility or harsh weather condi-
tions. As vehicles migrate from level 1 to 5, radar 
will be used for far more than emergency breaking 
with increasing reliability and accuracy demands. 
After detecting a target, a vehicle needs to ans-
wer questions about the object, its position and 
speed. Radar technology helps the vehicle answer 
those questions by providing “five-dimensional” 
datasets: Range, Doppler, Azimuthal Direction of 
Arrival (DoA), Elevation DoA and Micro-Doppler. 

Developing the eyes of an autonomous vehicle
 
Engineers must ensure that the radar sensors will 
accurately sense the environment and provide 
consistent information to the vehicle’s percep-
tion algorithms, particularly in the so-called cor-
ner cases. While building and testing is extreme-
ly valuable, if used by itself, it can be expensive, 
time-consuming and even dangerous. To avoid 
that, simulation provides a cost-effective and effi-
cient approach for designing, testing and valida-
ting radar sensors.

Safety doesn’t allow shortcuts

However, their accuracy depends on how realistic 
the virtual environment is and how many EM wave 
propagation phenomena are included. Engineers 
sometimes use simple primitives to define actors 
in traffic scenes or use system-level simulations 
that classify targets as pre-defined radar cross sec-
tion values that do not require active EM simula-
tions. These tactics reduce the fidelity of the syn-
thetic radar returns. Failure to capture the true EM 
response of a traffic scene can lead to premature 
validation of a sensor that will behave unpredicta-
bly in real life. 

HFSS SBR+ improves radar performance 

Engineers need a physics-based EM solver that 
uses geometric optics, physical optics, uniform 
theory of diffraction, physical theory of diffraction 
and creeping waves to accurately predict the pro-
pagation of EM waves. A high-frequency structure 
simulator (HFSS) that employs the shooting and 
bouncing ray (SBR) technique for rapid computa-
tion of EM solutions (HFSS SBR+) is the solution. 
It will help to accurately simulate real-world traffic 
and develop radar sensors for safe autonomous 
operation.  

Virtually designing, testing 
and validating  Radar Technology 

Simulating the eyes of a vehicle

The car: a software-defined system

Today, consumers are expecting more and more 
features defined by software, e.g. driver assistan-
ce functions, infotainment innovations and smart 
connectivity solutions. Whereas in the past the car 
was considered a means of transportation, today 
it is increasingly evolving into an electronic con-
sumer product. Three major shifts are driving this 
transformation on the vehicle level:

- from mechanical to electrical systems
- from hardware to software dominance
- from waterfall release processes to high  

cadence product release cycles by using  
new, digital technologies

And with this, the formerly indisputable bounda-
ry condition – all vehicle functions are fixed at the 
start of production - no longer holds true. The car 
is becoming a software-defined system – much 
like your own smart phone.

The mindset of a software developer

The software development mindset is migra-
ting further into automotive development and 

Continuous and 
Seamless Automotive 
Software Delivery

Dr. Wolfgang Puntigam
Global Business Unit 
Manager IODP, AVL

Gianluca Vitale
Global Business 
Segment Manager 
Smart Calibration 
and Virtual Testing, 
AVL 

the DevOps approach in particular is gaining in 
importance. The fact that everything is available 
in digital form in early development phases (e.g. 
tests, models, configurations) facilitates the adop-
tion of agile development and DevOps into the 
vehicle development process.

Development Ecosystem and 
Software Deployment

But what does this mean in the context of the 
development ecosystem? For verification and vali-
dation (V&V) of the end product, the hardware-
based prototype must be tested together with the 
software. A safe and fast deployment of the soft-
ware is therefore crucial.
This safe and fast deployment can be facilitated 
via:

• The availability of Software-in-the-Loop 
(SiL) environments for software and 
functional testing

• Seamlessly transferring test configurations 
to testbeds

• Managing laboratories efficiently and 
as CO2 neutral as possible

• Utilizing connected vehicles to gather 
in-use data

• Cybersecurity measures embedded 
in software systems.  

The vehicle is increasingly becoming a ContinuousNEXT product - a 
product that changes continuously driven by technology. This places 
high demands on the development of vehicles and on the delivery of 
automotive software in particular.

Antenna directional diagram of 
an automotive radar installed in 
a vehicle
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VIRTUAL VEHICLE is working on new methods for a valid objective evaluation of seat com-
fort. This will support vehicle manufacturers in designing a sustainable, increasingly "smar-
ter", but still comfortable vehicle interior. The demanding requirements for modern future 
seats will be achieved and in parallel the development time and costs could be reduced.

In a current research project on seating com-
fort, VIRTUAL VEHICLE is working on how to 
predict subjective seating comfort virtually. 
This approach is based on FE (Finite Elements) 
simulations in combination with intelligent 
data analysis, using machine learning and 
data mining principles. The needed data are 
provided by automated robot controlled 
comfort measurements and subjective panel 
ratings of derivative seats.

Advanced analyses

The latest experimental methods record pres-
sure and shear forces in comfort analyses and 
thus allow a significantly better correlation of 

the measurement data with subjective sensa-
tion. Using machine learning algorithms, the 
enormous challenge in describing the cor-
relations between objective simulation and 
measurement data, and the effects on the 
subjective comfort perception is successful-
ly addressed. The findings in this automoti-
ve application are very well suited  to derive 
advantages for applications in passenger rail 
vehicles.

With the comfort test bench and data analy-
sis framework set up in the project, we real-
ly want to get into daily use with our project 
partners and provide the best possible sup-
port tools for their seat development process.
  

Valid objective assessment 
of seat comfort 

New evaluation method: 

DR. JOSEF GIRSTMAIR | Team Leader - Powertrain Dynamics and Acoustics 

“Machine learning algorithms 
successfully describe the 
correlations between objective 
simulation and measurement 
data, and the effects on the 
subjective comfort perception”

Interior & Comfort

Dr. Josef Girstmair
Josef.Girstmair@v2c2.at

The VIRTUAL VEHICLE NVH Test Center has received an upgrade to tackle 
a wide range of highly demanding test runs: The AVL PUMA Open 2™ 
test bench automation means a modernisation towards digitalisation 
and virtualisation.  

Powertrain System NVH Test Center 
High-tech update:

DI Johann Payer
Johann.Payer@v2c2.at

DI JOHANN PAYER | Manager NVH Test Center 

The VIRTUAL VEHICLE NVH Test Centre has 
derived from of the renowned Acoustics 
Competence Centre (ACC) and has been 
integrated into VIRTUAL VEHICLE in 2008. The 
centre has many years of experience in tes-
ting engines and powertrains. 

The acoustic engine and powertrain test 
bench is a part of the corporate strategy of K2 
Digital Mobility, fit for the modern research 
and development process. The interactive 
work process of the test benches with the 
simulation and the process management is 
the most challenging aspect. Here, new types 
of structures and communication channels 
are used to optimally support the digitalisa-
tion and virtualisation of the development 
process.

Further testing possibilities

With the new AVL PUMA Open 2™ automa-
tion system, the test benches now have the 
ability to easily and directly feed test bench 
data into the development network and react 
flexibly to changing requirements. While clas-
sical NVH testing as well as functional and 
endurance testing can be efficiently dealt 
with, the full integration of the test benches 
into the development process offers further 
possibilities.

The development process is optimally sup-
ported from the definition to the operation 
phase of components via subsystems to the 
complete vehicle. This is based on the mul-
ti-stage design and validation through the 
introduction of disruptive digitalisation for 
the development of context-related embed-
ded functions, systems and features.  

Advanced Testing

NVH Test Center - Automation 
System AVL PUMA Open 2™

 Covers all powertrain developments, electrification of drive 
systems, alternative fuels and new technologies.

 Validation in the office - testing on the test bench: preparation 
of test runs and parameter sets in the office as well as adminis-
tration of projects, results and operator rights. The recording of 
measured values, the calculation of various variables and the 
execution of automatic test runs take place at the test stand. 

 Seamless integration of all test field data enables development 
and research from functionality to comfort and production 
process optimization. 
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CONSTANZE BANNHOLZER 
Project Manager for Digital Automatic 

Coupler (DAC)

ÖBB Holding 

Expert Talk

How relevant are Rail Freight Automation and DAC as 
trending topics in railway systems?

Bannholzer: Currently manual interventions are 
dominating the rail freight sector due to the today’s 
coupling system. Freight transport must become fas-
ter, more modern and make full use of its ecological 
advantages. The introduction of the Digital Automatic 
Coupler (DAC) plays a very central role in this. It will 
revolutionize rail freight transport in Europe.

 The DAC is not a stand-alone technology, but the 
basis for full digital freight train operations, allowing to 
achieve the ambitious transformation of European rail 
freight, linked with further areas such as ATO, ERTMS and 
others. It will be a major game changer for the modal 
shift to rail to achieve the aspiring EU Green Deal objec-
tives. The European DAC Delivery Programme (EDDP) 
enabled by Shift2Rail (S2R), of which Mark Topal, Chief 
Technical Officer of ÖBB and Jens Engelmann, Founder 
of railiable, are the programme managers, is building 
upon findings of important pre-works of initiatives to 
push for this transformation, e.g. DAC4EU, Shift2Rail‘s 
Innovation Programme 5 (IP5), Technical Innovation 
Circle for Rail Freight Transport (TIS), etc.

The introduction of the DAC requires a pan-European 
strategy for migration, but also integration into opera-

tional processes. On a European level, how would you 
define the role of ÖBB within this strategy? 

Bannholzer: ÖBB has an enormous contribution to this 
field: Operational experts with competences in pro-
duction, from infrastructure side, asset and fleet as well 
as technical experts, with whom I am thankful to work 
on a daily basis,  bring in valuable know-how. 

Due to our experience on assets (such as a wagon kee-
per), infrastructure and production, we have the wide-
range experience across all forms of rail freight produc-
tion to contribute best to all milestones and to bring it 
to the attention of the European stakeholders for the 
definition of a successful deployment plan.

When it comes to Rail Freight Automation, today we see 
numerous technical demonstrators. How important are 
R&D Projects at this stage and when can we expect a 
large rollout?   

Bannholzer: To transform the European rail freight sys-
tem and to establish full digital freight train operations 
further components and technology need to be deve-
loped. It is important that technology in Europe’s rail 

freight is functioning in an integrated, seamless inter-
operable, well tested way – and this can be achieved 
with DAC as an enabler. On the basis of the work that is 
currently being driven in the context of the European 
DAC Delivery Programme, the ideal place for finalising 
these developments and for making them all available 
for deployment when we need them is the successor 
programme of Shift2Rail, the Europe’s Rail Joint Under-
taking. 

Where do you see the biggest challenges? 

Bannholzer: We are talking about a system change 
that would bring rail freight to the 21st century as a 
major transformation project. Therefore, potentially 
all topics are challenges. Next to the migration plan, I 
definitely have two more significantly important topics 
in mind: European joint effort and funding & financing. 

All relevant stakeholders need to commit to this pro-
mising vision, since the awareness of relevant stake-
holders and support is inevitable – it has to be a Euro-
pean initiative since it is a European solution. Funding 
opportunities must be developed for the entire sector 
as well as financing models by the sector. However, the 
funding will be worthwhile. The timing has also never 
been more appropriate for this joint effort on DAC for 
modal shift to rail to achieve the ambitious European 
Green Deal objectives. If we do not achieve the climate 
targets by 2030, Austria alone, for example, faces pay-
ments of up to 9 billion euros. That alone is more than 
enough reason to invest in sustainable freight trans-
port by rail.

Digital Automatic Coupling boosts
Efficient Rail Freight Transport

The DAC allows for both the energy supply and the secure 
data communication throughout the entire train. This 
will allow to identify, simulate, and interpret new pat-
terns in operating parameters. Where do you see largest 
future potentials?  

Bannholzer: Yes, these functions will allow new 
insights into the real operation of trains and the data 
they are generating throughout the journey. The dre-
am of network planners and operators is certainly 
the “digital real time twin”, which mirrors the on-the-
ground operations in the computer and makes simu-
lations and options evaluation possible. Without any 
doubt, the largely extended availability of data from 
during operations – which also includes better telema-
tics data – will allow to feed calculations and analysis 
models in order to manage the system in the best way 
possible. The result will be a better understanding of 
what is really happening outside and consequently the 
chance to optimise it.

Can automated, green rail freight increase the attractive-
ness of ÖBB as an employer for the next generation?  

Bannholzer: The Railways, rail freight as well as ÖBB 
offers a multitude of possibilities for the next generati-
on and today’s generation. The railway is a determining 
factor, offering room for improvements regarding auto-
mation, digitalisation, safety and much more. Mobility, 
including the transportation of goods, is a ubiquitous 
part of everyone’s daily life. To achieve the climate tar-
get, set in Europe, it is essential to shift freight transport 
from road to rail. DAC is the game changer that helps to 
make this possible.  

“DAC will increase productivity, efficiency 
and service quality, all of that leading to 
an increase of competitiveness. ”

Efficient rail freight transport and innovation is key to an economically competitive and green Europe. Constanze 
Bannholzer on the potential of Digital Automatic Coupling and how it corresponds to needs in today’s digital world. 

“DAC is one of the key elements for trans-
forming the European Rail Freight sector.”

Read more: 
Scan and read an 
extended version 
of this interview

Prototypes of different manufacturers are currently subjected to tests in DAC4EU. The results of the tests will be an integral 
part of the decision as to which DAC type to choose for roll-out in Europe. A decision should be made at European level 
within the framework of the DAC Delivery Programme (EDDP) enabled by Shift2Rail until the end of 2021.
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SPIDER nominated for Houska Prize
With a total endowment of 500,000 Euros, the Houska Prize is the 
largest private prize for application-oriented research in Austria. 
This year, VIRTUAL VEHICLE is nominated with the project “Mobile 
Test Platform SPIDER” in the category “Research & Development in 
SMEs”. The mobile test robot is competing with four other top-class 
submissions. Prior to this, the expert panels nominated the best five 
projects from a total of 61 submissions in a two-stage process.  

Project kick-off for UT4AD
The new project UT4AD aims for an ICT-based test method of phe-
nomena such as usability, acceptance, and trust in field studies. It 
builds on the results of the project GENDrive and its field study with 
100 drivers in a Level2 vehicle. The project includes a massive increa-
se in efficiency and quality. In order to reach that goals, VIRTUAL VE-
HICLE partners with Trafficon - Traffic Consultants GmbH and ALP.
Lab GmbH.  

www.bcgruppe.at/houskapreis

Updates

PBNv2 – next generation pass-by noise
With transportation noise being the second most deadly environ-
mental pollutant in Europe, engineering for future mobility must be 
inspired by ecology, economy and health to enable green and silent 
vehicles. The project PBNv2 develops next generation pass-by noise 
approaches, enabling green and silent mobility. The aim was to pro-
vide specific and timely education of young researchers in this inter-
disciplinary field. The consortium was formed by leading education 
institutes, top research institutions and key industrial companies.  

Next edition for FuSaCom  
The Functional Safety Community is back with another live hybrid 
event. The 27th Get-to-Gether will focus on the HEADSTART project. 
HEADSTART aims to define testing and validation procedures of 
Connected and Automated Driving functions including key techno-
logies such as communications, cyber-security and positioning.
When:  13.09.2021, 17:00
Where:  F2F @ VIRTUAL VEHICLE or online via MS Teams
Please register for more information and for FuSaCom updates: 
www.v2c2.at/expertise-3/sase/fusacom-en

8th International Styrian Noise,
Vibration & Harshness Congress
The European Automotive Noise Conference

July 2-4, 2014  Graz / Austria
in

cooperation 
with www.isnvh.com

8th International Styrian Noise,
Vibration & Harshness Congress
The European Automotive Noise Conference

July 2-4, 2014  Graz / Austria
in

cooperation 
with www.isnvh.com

12th International Styrian Noise,
Vibration & Harshness Congress
The European Automotive Noise Conference

June 22-24, 2022  Graz / Austria
in

cooperation 
with www.isnvh.comwww.isnvh.com

Topics:  
Apart from traditional topics, such as:

• powertrain, transmission and drivetrain NVH• intake and exhaust acoustics• flow noise and aeroacoustics• tyre-road noise• sound absorption and insulation• NVH trouble-shooting and problem solving

• active noise and vibration control• noise & vibration quality and perception, sound design• full vehicle NVH including pass-by• NVH target setting• HVAC acoustics• squeak and rattle• structural dynamics

The worldwide economical and geo-political developments in the 
last decennium, including the breakout of the COVID pandemic, have 
made clear that a change of course has become absolute priority. In 
order to assure stable and sustainable long-term growth, the new poli-
tical strategies must be inclusive in the sense that they must reconcile 
economic, environmental and social goals.

A green circular economy that includes the eco-system and human 
well-being is also the focus of the European Commission for the co-

www.isnvh.com

Organized by:Contact SAE International: 
Nori Fought
Nori.Fought@sae.org

Congress Location: 
CONGRESS GRAZ
Sparkassenplatz 1
8010 Graz, AUSTRIA

Congress Office: 
VIRTUAL VEHICLE Research GmbH
Inffeldgasse 21A, 8010 Graz
Julia D‘Orazio
Tel.: +43 (316) 873 9094 
e-mail:  isnvh@v2c2.at 

ming years, a vision that is shared by VIRTUAL VEHICLE and reflected 
by the adapted structure of our research areas. The reduction of noise 
pollution due to ground transportation in urban environments, the de-
velopment of competitive acoustical materials which are compatible 
with the recycling needs and the development of technologies which 
can assure better access and integration of all groups of the population 
to the new technologies are examples of the tasks awaiting the NVH 
community. All these topics and more will be central at our upcoming 
congress.

The European Automotive Noise Conference

Peer Reviewed Conference Papers

June 22-24, 2022   -  Austria

Register now:
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Austrian Light Vehicle Proving Region for Automated Driving

GERHARD GREINER | Managing Director, ALP.Lab

To develop complex systems such as software defined vehicles, 
revolutionary approaches for tests and validations are required. 
ALP.Lab - Austria‘s test region for automated driving - has set up 
a comprehensive test chain to speed up ADAS/AD testing. Besides 
real-world testing, ALP.Lab offers training data to enable AI-driven 
vehicle development.  The result is a highly efficient digital ecosys-
tem for research projects, suppliers, and OEMs. 

Millions of test kilometers to prove the relia-
bility of automated driving systems? Yes, but 
only a few thousand of them are needed to 
check the physical components for function, 
attrition, etc. in real operation. All the rest is 
necessary to test and validate the software 
systems - and this can mostly be done virtu-
ally. ALP.Lab therefore collects and provides 
relevant training data.

Collecting 7 million km of 
training data a year

Traffic data of tens of thousands of road users 
are monitored by ALP.Lab – every day, seven 
days a week. Objects are classified and their 
trajectories are recorded to a centimeter-

accuracy; fully anonymously based on privacy 
by design principles. To collect this data, ALP.
Lab went for a new method that got rewarded 
with a Tech.AD Europe Award: not vehicles, 
but roads and crossings have been equipped 
with radar, LiDAR and optical sensors (“Bird-
View”). Using algorithms, every situation can 
then be represented from the perspective of 
pedestrians, cars, cyclists etc. (“Ego-View”). 
That way, data can be collected faster, more 
environmental-friendly, and more cost-effec-
tively.  

Data preparation and additional value

The collected data is available for simulations 
and as test data for machine learning in diffe-
rent formats (e.g. CSV, GPX, OSI, OpenSCENA-
RIO, MDF, MF4 etc.), even as a live stream. 

Also the traffic data can be enriched with 
additional information, such as weather, sun-
light-angles, road surface condition, visibility, 
or temperature.

Static ground truth as an ideal addition

To place the dynamic real traffic data into the 
right environment, ALP.Lab offers ultra-high-

definition maps in cooperation with scienti-
fic partner Joanneum Research. Such digital 
twins of 400 km of motorways and express-
ways are recorded already, as are some urban 
and rural intersections.

Validation using real tests

For validating simulation results and testing 
ADAS / AD functions, ALP.Lab offers infras-
tructure and services for real tests on public 
roads. For example, a highly equipped high-
way section from Austrian’s road operator 
ASFINAG (that got awarded with the Austri-
an State Prize for Mobility), or an inner-city 
test track for C-ITS/CCAM functionalities, or a 
400-meter test tunnel. On proving grounds, 
ALP.Lab offers comprehensive support from 

its own testing team and extensive equip-
ment for active safety tests.

One-stop shop and innovation laboratory

Altogether, ALP.Lab acts as a one-stop shop 
for ADAS / AD tests in Austria. At the same 
time, it serves as an innovation laboratory 
for scientific projects by offering equipment 
and know-how as third-party services as well 
as providing support in converting research 
projects into real products.  

“We mount sensors of modern 
cars to street poles in order to see 
accidents that almost happened“

“We do not crash cars, to test 
them.  We test, to not crash them.“ 

Founded in 2017 by AVL, MAGNA STEYR, JOAN-
NEUM RESEARCH, Graz University of Technology 
and VIRTUAL VEHICLE, ALP.Lab offers comprehen-
sive services for safe and secure testing of auto-
mated driving (AD) technologies and advanced 
driver assistance (ADAS) systems for light vehicles. 

• Enabling testing activities in both the virtual 
and real world 

• Providing an integrated test chain covering 
several core products & services 

• Big set of traffic monitoring data
• > 400 km of roads as digital twin
• EuroNCAP conform testing equipment

Austrian Light Vehicle Proving Region for Automated Driving

ALP.Lab is supported by the Austrian funding Agency FFG and the Federal Ministry 
for Climate Protection, Environment, Energy, Mobility, Innovation and Technology. www.alp-lab.at

Watch the video: 
Novel method of 
gathering training 
data for autonomous 
vehicles

Testing with tens of 
thousands of cars a day
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Gerhard Greiner
Managing Director, 
ALP-Lab GmbH
Gerhard.Greiner@alp-lab.at

Martin Aichholzer
Head of Marketing, 
ALP-Lab GmbH
Martin.Aichholzer@alp-lab.at

MARTIN AICHHOLZER | Head of Marketing, ALP.Lab
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Graz Railway Intelligence 
Tech Lab | 2021 

GRITLab is a new event format, focussed on 
Railways Digital Twin, Simulation & Virtualisa-
tion. The conference will feature three keyno-
te speakers who will provide lectures on the 
topic of „Digital Twin“ and „Digitization & Op-
timization“.Set for October 7th, Topics will be:

• Digital Twin Turnouts
•  Digital Twin Bogies
• Digital Twin Deployment   

www.gritlab.at

DIGITAL TWINS:
Digitalisation & 
Virtualisation 

#gritlab21

October 7th, 2021
MP09 Graz/Austria

GRITLAB Graz Railway Intelligence Tech Lab | 2021
Railways Digital Twin, Simulation & Virtualisation

Summer School 2021: “Beyond AI”

This year’s Summer School is organized by VIRTUAL VEHICLE, the 
Graz University of Technology and Field of Excellence “Complexity 
of Life in Basic Research and Innovation (COLIBRI)” at the University 
of Graz and takes place September 13-15. Each day is presented by 
a different institution, dealing with topics such as “AI-enabled mo-
bility”, “Computational perception” and “Bio-inspired & bio-mimetic 
algorithms”.  

www.v2c2.at/summerschool2021

Visit of BMK Minister Gewessler 

FBM Leonore Gewessler showed great inter-
est in VIRTUAL VEHICLES innovative projects 
and research work. The Federal Minister for 
Climate Action, Environment, Energy, Mobili-
ty, Innovation and Technology visited the re-
search centre in spring. She was particularly 
interested in what technologies could be deli-
vered to meet the major challenges of “Integ-
rated Transport” and “Green Mobility”: “With 
its research topics on “Green Mobility” and 
“Integrated Transport” and as a member of 
SDGwatch Austria and the research network 
for “Green Vehicle Technologies”, VIRTUAL VE-
HICLE follows a clear line for innovative future 
technologies of an integrated and environ-
mentally friendly mobility of tomorrow”.  

Press conference: Future on rails

TU Graz, voestalpine, ÖBB, Siemens Mobility 
Austria and VIRTUAL VEHICLE pool their rail-
way expertise. This is the joint establishment 
of the Research Cluster Railway Systems re-
search initiative. It will further enhance the 
competitiveness of the railway through sus-
tainable overall optimization. The partners 
have founded the Research Cluster Railway 
Systems (RCRS) research initiative at TU Graz. 
The spotlight is on rail vehicle technology, rail 
infrastructure and rail operations in this pro-
ject, with a focus on synergy potential and 
on digital transformation. Accredited testing, 
inspection and simulation facilities are on the 
agenda at RCRS, as is the interdisciplinary trai-
ning of the next generation of engineers for 
tomorrow’s rail technology.  
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VIRTUAL VEHICLE "PhD Days"

After last year's premiere, the PhD Days will again take place in Sep-
tember 2021. With this platform, VIRTUAL VEHICLE offers the best ta-
lents of its PhD cooperation programme the opportunity to present 
their work to a wider audience. In close cooperation with internatio-
nal universities and research institutions, the format creates a stage 
for young scientists and their ideas for future mobility.   

www.v2c2.at/phddays_21

Sep. 16-17
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Virtual Vehicle Research GmbH has received funding within COMET Competence Centers for Excellent Technologies 
from BMK, BMDW, the Province of Styria (Dept. 12) and the Styrian Business Promotion Agency (SFG). The Austrian 
Research Promotion Agency (FFG) has been authorised for the programme management. 
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